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POLONA03BDA Bluetooth Mono
Headset with Charging Dock & USB
Audio Adapter, Noise Cancellation
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Short Description

Noise cancelling microphone delivers clear, high-fidelity sound during hands-free voice calls1.
All-day battery life. Sustains 22hr average operation2.
Charging dock included3.
270-degree rotatable microphone with mute button4.
Bluetooth 5.0 wireless connectivity5.
Dual-device connection for using two Bluetooth devices simultaneously6.
The enclosed Bluetooth audio adapter offers automatic pairing and connecting7.

Description

The POLONA03 headset is the perfect choice for phone calls, video conferencing and chatting online. The
flexible microphone features noise cancelling technology that picks up your voice and blocks background
noise, and delivers clear, high-fidelity sound. A 270-degree rotatable microphone easily adjusts to find the
perfect angle for voice capture, and can be worn on the left or right ear according to personal preference.
The headset also features a microphone mute button which can be activated with a single press.

This lightweight headset has soft ear pads and an adjustable headband for long-term comfort, while the
powerful battery provides continual operation for up to 22 hours under normal use.

The headset comes equipped with a charging dock, which can decrease desktop clutter by acting as the
perfect stand while not in use, simultaneously charging the device whilst inactive. The headset also offers
direct charging via a cable. 

The included Bluetooth audio adapter supports PC or laptop functionality where Bluetooth is not an option,
offering wide compatibility. This feature provides easy pairing, via simple plug-and-play technology.
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The versatile and feature-rich Noise-cancelling Wireless Microphone Headset is a perfect option for busy
call centers, general workplace environments or daily home use.

Note: The dock has no battery. Charging cable required.

Additional Information

Color Black
EAN 4015867226926
Model Number POLONA03BDA
Connection mode Bluetooth

Package Contents
Wireless Bluetooth Headset Charging dock USB-C to USB-
A cable & adapter Multilingual quick installation guide
Bluetooth audio adapter

Recharge time 1.5±0.5 hours
Product weight (kg) 0.15
Dimensions (W x D x H) 146.1 x 168.45 x 52 mm
Battery capacity (Wh) 1.48
Bluetooth version 5.0
Audio power in RMS 10mw/0.56v
Frequency band 2.402-2.480GHz
Frequency response F0-20kHZ
Battery capacity (mAh) 400
Impedance (ohm) 32Ω±20%
Power input DC 5V
Port Configuration USB-C
Audio system Mono
Sensitivity 1kz:110DB
Noise Reduction CVC
Battery voltage 3.7V


